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PRIMARY INSTRUCTION
LESSON NO. 3

THERE IS NO DEA TH

PART I
THE LORDS OF KARMA

Situated in the lower Etheric Realms is the Great White
Square Building which has been referred to by many as the
"Judgment Hall", but which in reality is a Temple of Great
Mercy and Love, known as the Halls of Karma. Through this
Building passes every life stream at some time after its
release from physical embodiment, and through this same
Building must every soul pass again before it is given its assignment into a new Earth body.
There is no lifestream that is not acquainted with the
Halls of Karma, and it is often because the Sphere to which
the soul is assigned because of its questionable activities in
life that the individual has brought back a dread of "Judgment", and has incorporated into the various creeds the
erroneous doctrines of the Wrath and Punishment of God,
which is not true!
A thorough understanding of the Great Service, rendered the evolving souls upon the planet by these Mighty
Beings known as 'the Lords of Karma', will take this fear of
so-called death and judgment from the consciousness and
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feeling world, and help the individual passing through the
change called 'death', as well as his loved ones remaining
yet on the Earth.
The Great process of evolution requires that the soul of
man must express in a physical body and learn to master and
control
the qualification of his life energy in order to
qualify for certain Spiritual Offices in the scheme of
uni versa! evolutions. Many beings never choose to em body,
but for the sake of brevity, we will consider only these who
voluntarily choose to assume physical embodiment, either as
Guardians of the human race, or in order to gain experience
and mastery of energy as a member of this evolution.
In order to regulate the entrance of souls into physical bodies, give them an opportunity to develop and mature
on the Earth, and then release them at the close of a certain
cycle to make room for other lifestreams awaiting a similar
opportunity to enter the school room of Earth, a Board of
Celestial Beings was created. The service of these Great
Beings has been diversified and very complex for They are
concerned with providing the greatest possible opportunities for each one of the ten billion souls who use our Earth to
evolve to greater spirituality.
This Celestial Body is known as the Karmic Board, and
Its decisions are final in connection with the disposition of
the affairs of mankind, except in rare instances where
petitions are placed before the Suns of the System, and
'dispensations' are granted to accelerate the progress of the
race. The present Members of the Karmic Board are:
Mother Mary
Honorary Spokesman
Lady Portia
Goddess of Justice
Pallas Athena
Goddess of Truth
Kwan Yin
Goddess of Mercy
Lady Nada
Goddess of Transfiguration
Lady Alexa
Goddess of Liberty
LordShri Magra
Former Lord of the World
Elohim Vista
All-Seeing Eye of God
Lord Saithrhu
Great Divine Director
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THE MAHA CHOHAN ACCEPTS FINAL BREA TH
At the moment when the soul is about to leave the
physical body, the Great Being the MAHA CHOHAN, Who
represents the Holy Spirit to the Earth, prepares to accept
the final breath. It is He Who breathes the first breath into
the body when the individual is born. As He accepts the final
breath, the silver cord is severed and an Angel or an Ascended Master awaits the soul and escorts It to a beautiful
realm for 'rest' which is the orthodox Heaven of mankind's
general belief.
After a short rest, the soul meets with certain friends
and loved ones, if they have not reembodied. Then a Messenger of the Karmic Board comes with a summons to appear
before Them.
We are speaking now of the average constructive
individual who has developed certain God qualities and spiritual interests and so has earned individual consideration.
The great mass of sleeping souls are in a somnambulistic
state during the entire procedure and so are gently carried
by Spirit Guardians after the mass judgment, to a suitable
Sphere where they can be awakened. There is still a third
group of spiritually developed lifestreams who have earned
the special individual assistance of the Karmic Board, and of
the few who are ready for the Ascension, we shall speak of
in a future lesson.

INSIDE THE HALLS OF KARMA
Approaching the Halls of Karma, you see the great
high doors open wide. Groups of individuals are entering
through the arched doorway under the guidance of Angelic
Beings; the individual Spirits accompanied by Great Shining
Beings of Light. These all join the groups ascending the
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stairs toward the Door. As you draw near the Open Doors,
you are overwhelmed by the great size of the Building and
the long corridor that stretches before you as far as you can
see.

DIFFERENT ROOMS FOR DIFFERENT COUNTRIES
As you pass along the corridor, you notice door ways
opening off the central corridor and over each doorway is
the name of a country or nation, 'China', 'India', 'Argentina' and so on. Groups of individuals turn off from time to
time from the main corridor and enter these small antechambers. They are awaiting the summons by a Messenger
of the Karmic Board.
As you proceed the entire length of the corridor, you
finally come to the great audience chamber and entering
quietly, seat yourself just inside the door. Before you is a
large chamber, not unlike the House of Commons in England,
and upon the raised dais in front of the room are Seven
Throne Chairs. The seats in the room are all occupied with
individual souls, together with their Sponsors, or with
groups of individuals with their Guardians and Protectors.
A great Angelic Being calls the name of each individual or group; they rise with their Sponsors and proceed to
the front of the room. There the RECORD of the LIFE JUST
ENDED on Earth is read in a loud and disconcerting voice by
the Angel of Records. The Holy Christ Self of the individual
reports on what the individual COULD HA VE DONE according
to his natural talents while in an earth body. These two
reports are compared - FOR THE MANNER IN WHICH THE SOUL
USED OPPORTUNITY WILL DETERMINE ITS FUTURE ASSIGNMENTS.
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We might say here, that opportunity is while you are
here on Earth, it is too late to try and use it after you leave
in so-called death. It is here that the CAUSES are set up, and
it is HERE that they must be met and balanced. You must
prove your mastery of the Life entrusted to you while in a
physical embodiment. What you do here determines what
takes place between embodiments as well as the opportunities that will be afforded you when you come back into
another embodiment.
Many souls have to be restrained
when
the record of its life on Earth is read before the
Karmic Board when it sees WHAT IT MIGHT HAVE DONE to
assist individuals and conditions while here.
It is your DAILY, HOURLY LIVING that builds either
the distressing Karma, or the Crown of Light. You do not
live on the heights all day of every day, but you get up
in the
morning and go through a day of various monotenous activities, during which time you are thinking and
feeling something every moment. You can ask yourself,
"How do I affect people?" "Do I bring out the best in them
or the worst - do I make them happy and comfortable, or
do I affect them so they are glad to get away from me?"
Be so grateful for a beating heart each day and the
opportunities It gives you to gain mastery in your world.
It has to be done sometime. When the Flame in your heart
withdraws, it is too late. If you earnestly try each day
to make the world a better place for YOU by Ii ving in it,
and try to bring happiness into the world of some other
part of life, when your summons comes, there will be nothing to fear, for you will know you did your best, which is all
anyone can do, for it i~ a wonderful feeling to know, by
having taken advantage of these many opportunities Life
offers us to serve on this planet Earth, you have sowed the
good seeds and by so doing you have made this a better world.
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JUDGMENT

The Ascended Master Kuthumi, or a Representative
or Pupil of His, claims almost all those who pass from the
body in youth so as to give them every assistance. The
Ascended Master El Morya sponsors those who have been
active in governmental
affairs, even if they seemingly
failed in their tasks. The Ascended Master Paul asks to assist
those who have worked in endeavoring to bring and sustain
Peace and Brotherhood. The Ascended Master Serapis Bey
speaks for the artists, musicians, architects, engineers and
builders of beautiful temples, cathedrals, cities, etc. The
Ascended Master Hilarion speaks for the doctors, scientists,
nurses and agnostics. The Ascended Master Jesus speaks for
those who have served Him well in the orthodox channels;
and
the
Ascended Master Saint Germain asks for the
particular lifestreams who, consciously or unconsciously,
have forwarded the cause of FREEDOM, whether from political, religious or mental and physical bondage. Thus it is well
for each individual to have at least a passing acquaintance
with these Beloved Brothers, so that when You stand before
the Karmic Board (as every individual must do), One of
these Beloved Brothers may say, "This child has served us
well" and thus he may become your sponsor.
Many times the lifestreams of those who have been
benefited by the soul in earth life, are called in to testify
for them, and even members of the four-footed kingdom
bear witness to kindness given them; all this is taken into
account. It is seldom that a soul arrives before the Karmic
Board who does not have at least one lifestream that has
benefited in some way by reason of its embodiment on Earth.
After the soul is spiritually evaluated and his light
measured, it is taken to one of the Seven Inner Spheres and
under the direction of Beings particularly prepared to teach

Before judgment is handed down, any Member of the
Great White Brotherhood may 'speak' for such a soul and
offer to take responsibility for that one. When this is done,
the soul is able to enter a higher sphere for instruction than
he had earned by merit. When a Brother does 'speak' for
such a soul, It is then taken to the proper schoolroom where
it will learn the lessons it needs most to assist its evolution
and progress. JUDGMENT IS NEVER GIVEN WITH A SENSE OF
PUNISHMENT - NEVER - But is always done to give the soul the
greatest possible assistance to develop the latent Light
within the heart.

PRAYERS HELP SO MUCH
This is where the 'prayers' for the 'dead' can be of
such tremendous assistance for loved ones, because when
you draw the attention of an Ascended Master toward that
soul about to enter the Halls of Judgment, the Master will
always either go in Person and offer to sponsor the soul, or
He will send a Representative in His place to sponsor It and
conduct It to the proper sphere where the Ascended Master
will visit and assist in Its evolution.
It should be stressed that the Karmic Board never
PUNISHES
ANY
LIFESTREAM.
Any
suffering that is
experienced is the recoil of the distress he caused another,
and he must REAP that which he SOWED! The soul thus
1 earns to use his Ii f e in constructive activities .
If mankind could only realize GOD IS A GOD OF LOVE
and everything is always done to make him happy and
comfortable, even in the transmuting of his mistakes, he
could relax in God's Great Love and hasten his progress
tremendously.
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him, he unfolds in understanding. This goes on for some
time until his Guardian signifies to the Karmic Board that
the soul is again ready for an opportunity to reembody.
The Guardians of the race and those highly evolved
souls are usually willing to forgo much time in the higher
spheres in order to 'hurry back' to help the race, so they
appear with those who are to reembody. This many times
accounts for the lack of physical energy in this embodiment
of such souls, since they have forgone the period of rest
which recharges the inner bodies much as a good night's
sleep rests the individual on Earth.

sometimes created many centuries ago. This is done by the
use of the merciful Violet Fire.
The conscious student, after receiving certain directions from the Karmic Board, immediately sets to work at
Inner Levels to expiate as much of his Karma as possible in
his mental, emotional and etheric bodies. He proceeds to
the realm assigned and goes to work with the VIOLET FIRE
and renders the same service at Inner Levels that You have
the privilege of using while yet here on Earth. It has to be
done some time!
Certain Churches have called this experience 'entering purgatory'. It is not a place of punishment but the
place where conscious expiation can be made of all the imperfections accumulated in the lower bodies. Thus when the
soul is ready for a new Earth body, much of the Karma he
would have to meet here, is already transmuted and he has
greater opportunities here on Earth.
There are about ten billion souls using the Earth as a
'schoolroom' who must come into embodiment from time to
time to balance their debts, but because of the tremendous
accumulation of imperfect energy around them, only onethird of that number are allowed to embody at any one time.
IT IS A GREAT PRIVILEGE TO TAKE EMBODIMENT and LIFE
should never be taken lightly, for it is not easy to secure
permission to embody, and for every three souls who desire
to come back, only ONE is chosen at that particular time; so
that for each one who is in embodiment, TWO OTHERS were
denied that privilege.

EXPIATION OF MISTAKES
The fear which most people feel in regard to the
Karmic Board and the Halls of Judgment is builded primarily
by the fact that so very few actually live up to their Light, to
what they had the ability to do, and their remorse is their
own judgment. When an individual stands in the freedom of
the soul (the etheric body) and LOOKS BACK and sees WHAT
HE MIGHT HA VE DONE, that feeling of remorse of what he
COULD HA VE DONE while he had the opportunity and the
means, and while he was in proximity to certain individuals
of spiritual merit, that causes the suffering. The Karmic
Board always assigns the individual to the particular schoolroom where he can best learn the lessons he will need to
expiate those 'sins' of commission or omission, and prepare
for a new earth body.
Each one is assigned to a certain amount of application to expiate their own destructively qualified
energies.
Each individual must look upon and dissolve
the discordant thought and feeling forms he has created,

In class activity, decrees from lesson #1 and #2 may be used
here and appropriate music played.
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II

PREPARING FOR REEMBODIMENT
After the Karmic Board has agreed to provide an
opportunity for reembodiment, again the karma of the
individual about to reembody must be examined and a suitable embodiment prepared, wherein a certain amount of
his karma may be worked out and opportunities given to
right the wrongs of past lives and gain merit. The k ar m a
meted out to each one is very carefully considered so the
soul does not meet up with more that Its Light and strength
can master in the coming life.
The saying,
"The Lord
prepared the back for the burden", is fundamentally true,
except that in mercy the soul is never given more karma
than it is seen It has the strength to balance.
When the karma has been allotted, the environment
and race chosen, the parents decided upon, then the soul is
notified and the Body Elemental called from the rest it has
secured in its own realms. The soul and Body Elemental are
told
of the forthcoming embodiment and the Elemental
shown the etheric pattern of the physical body which the
soul has earned. The Builders of Form, the Holy Christ Self
and the Body Elemental then begin the actual preparation
for the next embodiment so - the Miracle of Birth - may
take place.
And again THROUGH THE SAME HALLS OF
KARMA PASSES THE SOUL ABOUT TO EMBODY ON THE EARTH
PLANE ONCE AGAIN.

1
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Even those who are Candidates for the Ascension,
when they enter the Inner Levels and prepare for the
Ascension, must pass through the emotional, mental, e t heric and physical purifications of these strata where there
yet stands untransmuted discordant creations of theirs
and transmute it by the VIOLET FIRE. Thus the period of
adjustment preceding those to be given their freedom
takes months and sometimes years.
You, the conscious students, are privileged among all
mankind, for you know of and are using the purification of
the VIOLET FIRE here
and
now
waiting, until in the
freedom of the etheric body, you are sent by the Karmic
Board to redeem your imperfections resulting from mis-use
of God's Life, intentionally or unintentionally.
It is hoped that with the special dispensations which
have been granted from the Great Central Sun, and with the
tremendous contribution of voluntary energies released
from the members of the human race, that the Halls of Karma
will soon be the Portals for eternal Freedom for every
member of mankind, and that as the very last life stream
passes through to 'return no more'. the doors of the Judgment
Hall may be closed for eternity and the Great
Recording Angels, sealing the door, say with Jesus;
IT IS
FINISHED, FATHER, INTO THY HANDS WE COMMIT OUR
EVOLUTION, THEIR PURPOSE ON EARTH HAVING BEEN FULFILLED!
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THE SLEEPERS REALM

THE EARTH- BOUND SOULS

Individuals who do not believe in an existance after
death; those who are very tired or sluggish minded and
prefer to pass into annihilation; those people who go out
exhausted, in great shock, or pass out through a violent
death as well as many who go out in war conditions, enter
this REALM OF THE SLEEPERS for a period of rest.
In this Realm of the Sleepers, each one has a lovely
couch with beautiful flame-flowers that never wilt surrounding them and blankets of roses, gardenias and other
flowers cover the sleeping forms. An Angel Deva watches
over them with great tenderness and solicitude, pouring
Their sweet ointment upon their etheric bodies, and when
they awaken, they are given the· vacation with loved ones
spoken of before. Then, in due time, the Karmic Messenger
arrives with the summons to appear before the Karmic
Board.
Until very recently, in the lower Sleepers' Realm
were those who were seeking escape and there was a resistance to any endeavor to awaken them, they had willed
themselves asleep and willed not to awaken! This greatly
retarded their progress, because they could not answer the
summons of the Karmic Board, receive their judgment, expiate their karma and embody again on Earth, and thus
denied themselves opportunity to progress up the ladder of
evolution. However, in 1954 the Sleepers' Realm was cleared
of those who had been there for centuries by the tremendous calls of the unascended students of El Morya and
Saint Germain, and now those who enter this Ralm for rest,
remain therein for a period of only six months!

There are lifestreams who were, and still are,
'Earthbound'. You have heard about them in occult literature. They are individuals with either a strong love
or a strong hate for the things and people of Earth. They
fight death and even after passing through it, refuse to
accept that they are no longer a part of the physical appearance world. They cling to the things they either loved
or hated most, and live upon the vitality and magnetism of
the living organisms of embodied mankind, like a vampire
ac t i v i t y.
Many have been cut free by the calls of the
students, and they have been drawn out of the atmosphere of
Earth in spite of their own free will.
The reason why some individuals have remained for
thousands of years in the astral plane of human creation is
that they have refused to answer the call to appear before
the Karmic Board; that is a voluntary action, and until they
do appear before this Board, as everyone who passes through
so-called death must do, they do not accept the assignment
of the expiation necessary for at least a portion of their
destructive karma, and are not willing to go to the sphere
in which the Karmic Board feels they are fitted to dwell.
Until this is done, THEY CANNOT HAVE ANOTHER EARTH BODY,
and Freedom comes only through mastering the energy
while in an Earth body.

THE KARMIC MESSENGERS
The Messengers from the Karmic Board are magnificent Beings. They wear deep royal purple robes like
those of the Ascended Master Saint Germain, and They have
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emblazoned across the breast of Their garments the Scales
of Justice in perfect balance. They wear a seven pointed
crown
and
carry
with
Them scrolls bound in purple
ribbon which is the summons of the soul to appear before
the Karmic Board. These Messengers meet every soul that
passes from the body at some time or other, according to
the free will of the individual.
Each scroll is an OPPORTUNITY for some individual to
meet the judgment of his own lifestream and be assigned to
a period of expiation, and then given an opportunity for
understanding the Law of Life. Free Will is the order of the
day, and individuals can enter the Temples in these Inner
Realms every hour if they so desire, or they can go the
minimum of time such as people on Earth can go to church
regularly or only on Christmas Eve and Easter. The more
they enter into the services there, the quicker will they be
free from their destructive karma and be able to go into a
higher realm, and thus secure a better Earth Life when
they again embody.

THE INCOMING SOUL
After the lifestream has passed through the Halls of
Karma, each soul (or group) is examined and assigned to its
particular sphere whose vibratory action is comfortable,
the city or country
whatever the lifestream likes best.
There the indi victual abides, participating in some worship,
making new associations and affiliations and advancing
rapidly or slowly even as mankind do here on Earth. Two
souls can be born at the same minute; one accelerated to the
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point of Ascension in one embodiment, and the other sometimes retrogressed so that it is less advanced when it
passes out than when it came into embodiment.
The time of sojourn in the Inner Realms is determined
by many things. The individual makes new friends and
gradually the Etheric Body, which is a mirror, and
mirrors that which is around it, throws off the appearance
of age and takes on the appearance of others who have
dwelt longer in that Sphere. Here, as said before, they
abide until the Karmic Board summons them again.
When
the Karmic Board thinks that a sufficient
amount of karma has been dissolved and a sufficient time
of rest has been given the soul, and a sufficient amount of
nourishment has entered the soul, again comes the Karmic
Messenger signifying a new birth is imminent.
Partings are always difficult and the Inner Levels are
happy places compared to the usual earth life. Sooner or
later, when the Kamic Angel appears, the soul knows it
is time for recall and time to go back again into a new Earth
life. These Messengers come dressed in the most exquisite
light blue, 'Mary Blue', which represents opportunity to
reembody.
Early in the year, the Karmic Board begins to choose
the lifestreams who are to embody that year. The souls who
WANT to embody are given opportunity to come in first;
when those who have expiated certain karma and by justice
must be allowed opportunity to embody. Then during the
month of May, Beloved Mary, the Mother of Jesus, blesses all
those to take embodiemnt at Her Temple of the Sacred Heart.
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She assists in building the heart which is the Chalice in
which the immortal Three-Fold Flame of God abides, and
She uses the very best essence of the physical world to
build this Heart.
Thus, THERE IS NO DEATH, but LIFE EVERLASTING but
each individual soul must go back to Earth again and again
and again until it becomes master of its life, of the energy
of its thoughts, feelings spoken words and acts.
·
When every atom of misqualified energy, wherever
it may be, has been redeemed and purified and LOVED FREE,
then does the individual make the Ascension and goes "'HOME"
to go out no more. Thus is all fear of the "hereafter" taken
from mankind, knowing if they will do the very best they
know how and sincerely live by their beliefs, that truly
do all things work together for their ultimate good and happiness!
Since there are millions who pass through the change
called 'death' each year, there are thousands who fit into all
these categories of the Inner Spheres. The greatest assistance YOU or anyone can give them is to MAKE THE CALL
that they will, within themselves, make the decision to
enter the Halls of Karma promptly in dignity, and then
through freewill accept the opportunity to expiate their
miscreations. If enough calls can be made for this, many
wonderful things can be done in creating the necessary
Temples and homes in which they can abide while the
long course of preparation goes on, to make them ready to
enter consciously into and utilize the activity of the Ascension Flame.

THE BODY ELEMENTAL
Individuals who accept reembodiment as a fact are
not fully aware of the process governing the ensouling of
a series of bodies with an individual Spirit. No man u n a scended realizes the tremendous detail and services required
to prepare a set of vehicles for a Spirit to use during an
Earth journey.
Understanding that there are four bodies (the emotional, mental, etheric and physical) through which the
lifestream must function and that these bodies must be fashioned to the minutes details from the substances of the
elements in which they are to function, man takes for
granted that they just appear by magic at the time of birth.
The etheric body has required many thousands of years of
care to bring it to a point where it is sensitive to the vibrations of a spiritual Nature. The etheric body is not reformed
at each embodiment, but rather is revivified.
Let us take now the process involved in the preparation of the physical form.
The whole consciousness of the "I AM" Presence never
takes embodiment; a spark of It works through a flesh
form. The preparation of a new flesh garment always takes
place under the direction of the "I AM" Presence of the
lifestream, who overshadows the parents during the time
of gestation.
There is provided by God a 'Body Elemental' whose
province it is to perform the natural body functions and
bring the small form to a certain state of development when
the person self ma y t ak ec o n tr o l. This explains why the soul
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taking embodiment often does not take full possession of
the body until it is fourteen, eighteen and sometimes
twenty-one years of age; yet some Spirits take over the body
as soon as the reasoning faculties are developed to a point
where the lifestream may use the body for good purpose.
In order to provide a physical form in which the Holy
Christ Self could function, the Builders of Form provided an
Elemental Being from the same Sphere and Ray to which the
embodying lifestream belonged. These Elementals had been
trained at Inner Levels to draw Universal Light Substance
and follow a pattern, working up from a simple design of a
flower to where they could be entrusted to build the Temple
which would house the Presence of God - the Holy Christ Self
and Three-Fold Flame.
Each lifestream was joined to an Elemental before the
first embodiment in a solemn ceremony before the Karmic
Board, and the Elemental was charged to remain with that
lifestream so long as it should inhabit a physical body, and
to keep the body in repair and in all ways make it a habitable
temple.
At first the creation of the body was a joyous and
happy experience. After the God Presence projected the
Immortal Three-Fold Flame into the Heart, the Body Elemental drew the necessary elements and recreated almost
perfectly the design and pattern of the Holy Christ Self.
The flesh forms in those early ages were beautiful beyond
words
to describe, and truly a Golden Age of Beauty prevailed. The Etheric
Body
was the pattern which the
Elemental used
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for it outpictured the full glory of the Holy Christ Self and
it was easy for the Body Elemental to reproduce that in the
physical form.
The Elemental took up abode within the
Temple which it had builded, and like a housekeeper or
caretaker, maintained the functions which kept the body in
workable order (repairing, fueling, etc) and the association
between the lifestream and the Elemental was a happy one.
When man began to experiment with the use of energy and to build into his etheric body distortions of form
and impurities of essence, the Body Elemental became
confused because the pattern was distorted but OBEDIENTLY
it built those distortions into the flesh. You will see that after
many centuries of endeavoring to reproduce the Holy Christ
Self through the substance provided by the lifestream (by
its misuse of life) and the tremendous strain of the Elemental
in working against the appetites and passions which the individual developed when it fell from Purity and Grace, that
the Body elemental soon developed an antipathy for the
lifestream it was forced to work with. Thus the body Elemental was no longer a cooperative, loving helper, but blocked
the projects and designs of the individual whenever possible.
When the individual comes to a point of endeavoring
to abide by the Laws of Purity and abstinence from those
activities which break down the structure of the physical
form, there is the beginning of a new association and
friendship between the individual and the Body Elemental.

This is not done in an instant after centuries of abuse and
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careless use of the Temple (body) created and sustained by
this Elemental. It must also wait for the pattern, to again
produce perfection. When the Violet Fire has been used
enough through the etheric body so it resumes its Divine
Light Pattern, then the Body Elemental can quickly outpicture this in the flesh.
Remember, the very substance that makes up the
etheric form has been used over and over and· over in
successive embodiments, and this requires purification in
order to raise its vibratory action and emit Light. You will
see the great necessity for the dynamic use of the Violet Fire
in connection with the work being done by the Builders of
Form for each soul. When this is understood and conscientiously applied, we shall again have the 'bodies enduring'
that are non-recordant to disease, disintegration and finally
death itself!
Truly, THERE IS NO DEATH, but only LIFE EVERLASTING! Dear students, as you can accept the ascended Masters
and the use of this Violet Fire, assistance such as you have
never had before, will be given to you, whether you make
the Ascension or come back for a final embodiment.
AN OPPORTUNITY STANDS BEFORE YOU which has not
been given to mankind in the outer world in millions of
years. That which is being presented for your illumination
and freedom now, which may seem mystic, will one day in
the very near future be PROVED by men of science and then
ALL MANKIND will clamor for the instruction and application that will set them FREE, which you now have the privilege of having presented to you.

The Ascended Masters Who bring this instruction to us
once lived on the Earth even as you and I. They KNOW the
Truth presented, for They applied It and graduated into a
higher sphere of service. When you become ASCENDED,
even as Jesus, you never have to return for reembodiment
but are forever free to live in the Realms of Perfection, and
lend your Love and energies to the assisting of the rest of
mankind into a like perfection. Blessed are you who can be
the pioneers to bring Comfort to mankind.
Remember, the greatest assistance you can give is to
LIVE THE LAW and expand Love, Purity, Harmony, Kindness,
Beauty, Tolerance, Understanding; and to help all mankind
to Know God's Will for them is only GOOD.

The Ascended Masters Who bring this instruction to us

In class activity the following decrees may be used with the
appropriate music.

PART

III

DECREES

BELOVED PRESENCE OF GOD "I AM" IN ME, AND ASCENDED
MASTER SAINT GEMAIN:
KEEP THE VIOLET FIRE OF FREEDOM'S LOVE BLAZING (3X)
through all imperfect energy returning to my world for
redemption; and through everything imperfect and discordant that has ever happened between me and any
lifestream, in embodiment or out; and every bit of impure,
imperfect
energy
and
substance
anywhere
in
the
Universe that has my stamp on it, and TRANSMUTE (3X) it all
into the Ascended Masters eternally sustained Purity, Freedom and Perfection, BELOVED "I AM" (3X)
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ASSURING ALL DEPARTED SOULS
PASSAGE INTO THE LIGHT
In the Full Power and Authority of the Beloved
Presence of God "I AM", Beloved Archangel Michael and
Your Ascended Legions of Light:
Come forth now, on behalf of the souls of all those not
fully free, who have passed through the change into the
inner realms and:
CUT THEM FREE! CUT THEM FREE! CUT THEM FREE! (3X)
Purify their souls (3X)
And deliver them
Temples of Light.

into the Ascended Master

I expect and accept this manifest right now, with full
power, eternally
sustained, all powerfully active, until
every child of God has returned to the Light.
We so decree it, as God's Most Holy Name ... "I AM".

BOOK NO. 1 - The Three QuestionsWHENCE did I come?
WHY am I here?
WHITHER am I going?
BOOK NO. 2 - The Violet Flame
BOOK NO. 3 - There Is No Death
BOOK NO. 4 - The Blue Ray of Power
BOOK NO. 5 - The Golden Ray of Wisdom
BOOK NO. 6 - The Magnetic Pink Ray
BOOK NO. 7 - The Immaculate Concept
BOOK NO. 8 - The Green Ray of Truth
BOOK NO. 9 - The Ray of Peace
BOOK NO. 10- Saint Germain and the Era of Freedom
BOOK NO. 11- MAN - His relation to the Angels and
Elementals
BOOK NO. 12- San at Kumara - The Saviour of our Earth
BOOK NO. 13- The Goal of Life - The Ascension
BOOK NO. 14- The Power of the Silence

A complete list of publications and price List
will be sent upon request. Please write to:
THE BRIDGE TO SPIRITUAL FREEDOM, INC
P. 0. Box 333, Kings Park, N.Y. 11754

**************
OUTLINE FOR THE DIRECTOR TO USE IN CLASS
1.

The three candles should be lighted by the Leader
BEFORE the students arrive
soft music should be
played for at least a half hour before the Class
commences, and all should be seated for fifteen
minutes of this time maintaining SILENCE AND
ABSORB the radiation.

2.

Follow outline given in Lesson #1

or Lesson #2.

